
5” wheel diameter 
provides reliable motion 
across uneven surfaces 
and cracks in city 
sidewalks.

Both walker handles it 
together form one cane 
handle.  The unique 
contours provide

 comfort in both modes.

Unique skid design is en-
gineered to provide a low 
friction surface while in 
walker mode and a high 
friction  surface in cane 

mode.

Passive locking 
mechanism engages 
seemlessly to provide 
rigidity in both modes 
without any need for 
user actuation.

Increasing the safety and indepen-
dence of those walker users who 
often encounter situations that are 
unfriendly to walkers. 

Walker Prime is most beneicial in 
situations when physical obstruc-
tions limit the mobility of walker 
users, such as:
 - Stairways
 - Performance venues such as
    stadiums and theaters
 - Crowded areas such as busy 
    restaurants

At a price of $200, it is anticipated 
that we can break even in 4 years 
with an initial investment of $300k 
and an IRR of 22%.  Walker Prime 
will be available directly online and 
through distributors.

Walker Prime

Business Model

Use Scenarios



The walker, a
common mobility
device, occasionally
IMPAIRS mobility.

Our Solution
Today’s walkers are too large 
to allow users access to 
many common destinations.  
We’ve solved this issue by 
creating a walker that trans-
forms quickly and safely into 
a cane, the perfect tool for 
nnavigating narrow spaces.  
Our design is lightweight, 
functional, and cost-effective.
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